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ABSTRACT
Controllable synthesis of defect-free graphene is crucial for applications since the properties of graphene are highly sensitive to any devia-
tions from the crystalline lattice. We focus here on the emerging use of liquid Cu catalysts, which have high potential for fast and efficient
industrial-scale production of high-quality graphene. The interface between graphene and liquid Cu is studied using force field and ab initio
molecular dynamics, revealing a complete or partial embedding of finite-sized flakes. By analyzing flakes of different sizes, we find that the
size-dependence of the embedding can be rationalized based on the energy cost of embedding vs bending the graphene flake. The embed-
ding itself is driven by the formation of covalent bonds between the under-coordinated edge C atoms and the liquid Cu surface, which is
accompanied by a significant charge transfer. In contrast, the central flake atoms are located around or slightly above 3 Å from the liquid Cu
surface and exhibit weak van der Waals–bonding and much lower charge transfer. The structural and electronic properties of the embedded
state revealed in our work provide the atomic-scale information needed to develop effective models to explain the special growth observed in
experiments where various interesting phenomena such as flake self-assembly and rotational alignment, high growth speeds, and low defect
densities in the final graphene product have been observed.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0020126., s

I. INTRODUCTION

Liquid Cu has recently emerged as an interesting catalyst for
the synthesis of high-quality single-layer graphene through chemi-
cal vapor deposition (CVD) carried out at temperatures just above
the melting point of Cu.1–7 For solid Cu, advanced catalyst prepa-
ration techniques, such as temperature-gradient-driven annealing
of Cu foils to produce the desired Cu(111) facet8 and chemical–
mechanical polishing of the foil,9 have recently been used to demon-
strate seamless stitching of growing rotationally aligned neigh-
boring graphene flakes, yielding low defect densities in the final
macroscopic sheet. However, achieving the perfectly flat and defect-
free solid Cu catalyst required for such growth remains difficult,
and graphene grown on single-crystal Cu(111) surfaces thus often
exhibits a high degree of grain boundaries and other defects.10

Liquid Cu, in contrast, is an easy route to a smooth catalyst surface

void of defects and grain boundaries. In general, this translates into
fewer defects in the synthesized graphene sheet compared to cor-
responding CVD at solid Cu,11–16 which is of utmost importance
for applications of the final graphene product in, e.g., electronics
or optics, since its otherwise remarkable properties in these appli-
cation areas can be heavily influenced by defects.17,18 Significantly
enhanced graphene growth rates can also be achieved on liquid
Cu.7 Together with the prospect of shearing and directly separat-
ing graphene from the molten Cu surface,19 thus avoiding transfer-
induced defects and allowing for continuous production, this makes
the liquid catalysis method particularly interesting for industrial
applications. From a more fundamental point of view, a peculiarity
of the graphene/liquid Cu interface is the self-assembly and rota-
tional alignment of graphene flakes, which has been observed to
extend over micrometer scales1–3 and whose origin has been heavily
debated.4–6,20
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Despite the promising experimental results, theoretical studies
of the graphene/liquid Cu interface are scarce. Li et al. carried out
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations based on density-functional
tight binding to investigate the growth process beginning from C
dimers.21 They suggested that the liquid Cu could play a role in heal-
ing defects arising in the graphene sheet during growth. Larger-scale
MD simulations are possible using variable charge reactive force
fields such as COMB3.22,23 COMB3 has recently been applied to the
graphene/liquid Cu interface in simulations aimed at investigating
the Cu melting and cooling processes24 and a possible role of the gas
flow in the CVD reactor during growth for the rotational alignment
of graphene flakes.6 Another work based on a self-developed C–Cu
empirical force field focused on semi-molten Cu(111) surfaces25 and
aimed at explaining the rotational alignment and seamless stitch-
ing observed in the above-mentioned experiments carried out with
polished Cu(111) foils.8,9

In this contribution, we focus on the liquid Cu catalyst, as we
believe that this represents the most promising catalyst for efficient,
large-scale production of single-crystal graphene.20 Based on MD
simulations carried out with the COMB3 force field, we find that
graphene flakes embed into the liquid Cu surface, which is an inter-
esting growth motif that has also been previously discussed for the
solid and semi-molten Cu(111) surface.25,26 We further carry out
large-scale ab initio MD (AIMD) simulations using a C54 graphene
flake and a simulation box containing 1589 Cu atoms, allowing us
to verify the force field predictions without compromising a realis-
tic description of the liquid Cu surface. By investigating graphene
flakes of different sizes as well as the full monolayer sheet, we reveal
the size-dependent structural and electronic characteristics of the
embedded state. This allows us to rationalize the embedding in terms
of competing bending strain and embedding energies. In particular,
we find that the embedded state enables additional covalent bonding
concentrated around the edges of the flake, whereas the central part
of the flake is characterized by weak van der Waals (vdW)–bonding
at an adsorption height around or slightly above 3 Å. At the atomic
scale, the liquid Cu surface itself, however, is relatively unperturbed
by the presence of the graphene sheet. Indeed, calculations of the
radial distribution function (RDF) rule out a possible local order-
ing or crystallization of the liquid Cu under the flake. Our detailed
structural and electronic characterization of the size-dependent flake
embedding is a first starting point for understanding various experi-
mentally observed phenomena, e.g., the self-assembly and rotational
alignment of flakes and the special growth characterized by high
growth speeds and low defect densities.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
A. Force field MD

The force field MD (FFMD) simulations were conducted using
slab models of a Cu surface with graphene adsorbed on one side
of the slab. Periodic boundary conditions were used in the dimen-
sions parallel to the surface. Multiple independent simulations were
run using hexagonal graphene flakes with zigzag edges of size C54,
C150, C294, C384, and C600. These simulations employed a 67.043
× 67.043 Å2 simulation box containing 9360 Cu atoms. None of the
Cu atoms were kept frozen. After equilibration, the thickness of the

employed Cu slab was ∼27 Å, and the smallest distance between
any two C atoms in the periodic images of the largest C600 flake
was about 20 Å. Furthermore, a separate simulation investigated a
full graphene sheet covering the entire Cu surface. This simulation
employed a 31.974 × 29.820 Å2 simulation box containing 1728 Cu
atoms and 364 C atoms. After equilibration, the thickness of the Cu
slab was ∼23.4 Å. The size of the simulation box corresponds to a
(13 × 7) cell employing the rectangular 4-atom graphene unit cell
of (1 ×√3), and the optimum COMB3 graphene lattice constant of
2.46 Å was chosen to minimize stress in the graphene lattice. A pre-
vious literature study employing AIMD simulations has shown that
the lattice constant of free-standing graphene is almost constant (to
within 0.005 Å) in the temperature range of 0 K–2000 K;27 thus, we
do not expect that the temperatures employed in the present study
cause any significant stress in the graphene lattice either. All simu-
lations were carried out with the variable charge reactive force field
COMB3,22,23 as implemented in the LAMMPS code28 and using a
1 fs time step.

The following procedure was employed to melt and equilibrate
the system in the NVT ensemble. Beginning from a solid Cu slab,
the system was initialized with velocities drawn from a Maxwell–
Boltzmann distribution corresponding to 1500 K and quickly melted
by applying a Langevin thermostat with a characteristic timescale
of 100 fs for 5 ps at the same temperature, which is substantially
above both the experimental melting temperature of Cu (1358 K)
and the melting temperature predicted by the COMB3 force field
(1140 K–1145 K24). Then, to aid in achieving the equilibration of
the system, a Berendsen thermostat with a characteristic timescale
of 1000 fs was run for an extra 5 ps at 1370 K. At this point, the
graphene flake was added on top of the molten slab ensuring that
no C atom was closer than 2.8 Å to any Cu atom. This initial con-
figuration of the flake was fixed, and the Cu system was consecu-
tively attached to the Langevin and Berendsen thermostats described
above, but setting the temperature to 1370 K in both cases. As before,
the system was evolved for 5 ps with each thermostat. During these
simulation steps, the flake can become embedded in the liquid Cu;
independent runs where no constraints were applied to the C atoms
verified that this configuration is not a consequence of fixing the
flake in space during the initial equilibration. The system containing
a full graphene sheet was prepared by separately applying the 10 ps
initialization and equilibration procedure to a Cu slab and a free-
standing graphene sheet, then bringing the two systems in contact
ensuring that no C atom was closer than 1.8 Å to any Cu atom and
evolving the system as above with a Langevin thermostat at 1380 K
for 2 ps as well as a Berendsen thermostat at 1370 K for 5 ps without
applying any constraints to the C atoms.

All productions runs were then carried out using a Nosé–
Hoover thermostat with a characteristic timescale of 50 fs and a
chain length of one at 1370 K, which is a typical temperature for
liquid Cu CVD growth. At least, the first 5 ps were used for addi-
tional equilibration and ignored during property evaluation. All
thermostats were used as implemented in the ASE code.29

B. DFT and AIMD
A smaller version of the system with the C54 flake was also stud-

ied using AIMD. In particular, we employed a 28.881 × 28.881 ×
63.168 Å3 simulation box containing 1589 Cu atoms. The thickness
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of the Cu slab after force field-based pre-equilibration is similar to
the value reported above (24.3 Å in the present case), i.e., the reduc-
tion in system size is primarily in the lateral dimensions of the Cu
slab. Periodic boundary conditions were used in all three dimen-
sions, and the vacuum separation between consecutive slabs (includ-
ing the embedded graphene flake) is above 33 Å. These simulations
were driven by the full-potential, all-electron density-functional the-
ory (DFT) package FHI-aims30 using light default settings for the
basis set and integration grids, the PBE exchange–correlation func-
tional,31 gamma point k-point sampling, and a dipole correction.
Long-range vdW forces and the collective many-body response
of the metallic substrate were considered through the effective
pairwise-additive dispersion correction scheme vdWsurf.32,33

To minimize the amount of expensive ab initio steps required
for equilibration, the system was first simulated with the COMB3
force field: the same preparation as described in Sec. II A was car-
ried out, followed by at least 10 ps under the Nosé–Hoover ther-
mostat. After that the simulation was continued using the forces
calculated by FHI-aims and under the same Nosé–Hoover thermo-
stat at 1370 K. The simulated trajectory has a total length of 933 fs of
which the first 100 fs were used for equilibration and the remaining
833 fs for property evaluation.

Standard bulk and slab models were generated for comparison
and validation purposes. Using the above settings in FHI-aims and
a (12 × 12 × 12) k-point grid, we calculate an optimized solid Cu
fcc lattice constant of 3.63 Å, which is in good agreement with the
experimental lattice constant of 3.61 Å.34 The adsorption height of
graphene on solid Cu(111) was modeled in a periodic four-layered
(1 × 1) cell. To conform with previous studies,35–37 we fixed the
lateral size of the cell using the Cu lattice constant (here, we used
the experimental lattice constant) and adapted the graphene lattice
constant accordingly. We used FHI-aims and the settings described
above, a (12 × 12) k-point grid, and a vacuum region of about 200 Å.
The bottom two Cu layers were fixed in their bulk-truncated posi-
tion, while the upper two layers and the graphene lattice were relaxed
until the maximum force on each atom fell below 0.05 eV/Å. The
calculated graphene adsorption height of 3.41 Å is in quite good
agreement the values of 3.2 Å–3.3 Å from previous studies.35–37

C. Force correlation
In order to benchmark the forces predicted by the force field, we

recalculated the snapshots of FFMD simulations of the C54 flake and
the full monolayer graphene sheet with DFT. The flake employed
a 19.254 × 19.254 × 30.876 Å3 simulation box containing 256 Cu
atoms, and the sheet employed a 12.298 × 12.780 × 29.141 Å3 simu-
lation box with 120 Cu and 60 C atoms. For these DFT calculations,
we used the plane-wave code Quantum ESPRESSO38 v.6.3 for the
sheet and v.6.4.1 for the flake with the PBE exchange–correlation
functional31 and the semi-empirical D3 van der Waals (vdW) cor-
rection scheme by Grimme et al.39 The employed ultrasoft pseu-
dopotentials were generated using the “atomic” code by A. Dal
Corso (v.5.0.2 svn rev. 9415), and a dipole correction was used.40

Along each (x, y) cell direction, the Brillouin zone was sampled with
an (n × m) grid of k-points, where at least 31/a k-points were used,
with a being the cell length in Å. Cutoffs for the orbitals (charge
density) were 500 eV (5000 eV). The force correlation shown in
Fig. S1 of the supplementary material shows a quite good correlation,

especially for the full graphene sheet. For the flake, there is a small
systematic deviation of the forces and certain large outliers are
observed, which is caused by under-coordinated C atoms at the edge
of the flake that are harder to describe with the force field.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We begin by studying a smaller graphene flake consisting of

54 C atoms. Here, we consider a flake where the edge atoms are
not passivated by hydrogen, but by the Cu surface. This choice is
motivated by our recent ab initio thermodynamics study37 where we
found that hydrogen- and metal-passivated edges have very similar
formation free energies under typical CVD growth conditions and
that hydrogen-passivated flakes have very low adsorption energies
as a result of weak van der Waals interactions with the Cu sur-
face. Even if the formation of hydrogen-passivated flakes is thus
possible, they would rapidly desorb at liquid Cu CVD tempera-
tures and we therefore do not consider such flakes in the present
study.

When adding the C54 flake to the liquid Cu surface and equi-
librating the system as described in Sec. II A, a peculiar structural
motif appears. In essence, the flake embeds into the liquid surface
as seen in the 3D representation of a snapshot from the FFMD
trajectory (Fig. 1). The under-coordinated edge C atoms thereby
find themselves completely surrounded by the liquid Cu surface.
This interesting structural motif calls for additional verification, as
a benchmarking of the employed force field for graphene at liquid
Cu has not been carried out in the previous literature of this sys-
tem,6,24 raising the question whether the embedded state could be
an artifact of the force field. Embedding of a C24 graphene flake has
been verified by AIMD in the work of Ref. 25 focusing on semi-
molten Cu(111) surfaces. However, these AIMD simulations were
carried out for a very small system size [3-layered (6 × 4) Cu(111)
slab], which is likely too small to appropriately capture the physical
characteristics of a liquid surface. Here, we therefore carry out large-
scale AIMD for the C54 flake using a realistic description of a liquid
Cu surface with a simulation box containing 1589 Cu atoms, cor-
responding approximately to an 11-layered (12 × 12) Cu(111) slab.
Due to the large system size, the total simulation time was limited to

FIG. 1. Snapshot from the FFMD trajectory of the C54 flake showing the embedded
state of the flake.
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about 1 ps of which the first 0.1 ps was used for pre-equilibration and
thermostatting. Employing a running average over subsets of the tra-
jectory, each subset containing 10 frames (i.e., 10 fs), we calculate the
evolution of the embedding (i.e., the average distance between the
flake and the liquid Cu surface) during the AIMD (see Fig. S2 of
the supplementary material). The result shows that the embedding
remains fairly constant during the trajectory and that the fluctuating
flake height of −0.2 ± 0.2 Å is about one order of magnitude smaller
than the adsorption height of graphene on solid Cu(111) calculated
with the exact same settings (about 3.4 Å). This result provides fur-
ther evidence for the embedded state of the flake. However, we stress
that the limited trajectory length does not yet allow us to make defi-
nite, quantitative conclusions on this height and that there could be
a long-term slow drift. Nevertheless, qualitatively, the data we have
are fully consistent with the one derived for the embedded flakes at
the force field level.

Before engaging in a more quantitative analysis of the struc-
tural properties of the embedded state, it is illustrative to compare
it conceptually with literature structural graphene growth motives
proposed for the solid Cu catalyst. Static zero-kelvin DFT calcu-
lations have addressed larger C clusters on Cu(111). For flake-like
clusters with more than 13 atoms, the incorporation of defects in
the form of 5-membered rings was found to lead to a dome-like
structural motif similar to a C buckyball.41 Nevertheless, the flakes
still reside on top of the surface. Another work considered only the
defect-free C13 flake consisting of three neighboring 6-membered
rings but further carried out AIMD simulations at 1200 K.42 These
simulations also suggested that the flake remains adsorbed on top
of the Cu surface. However, a substantial roughening of the sur-
face was observed with the formation of Cu adatoms, which then
attach to the undercoordinated edge C atoms. In Ref. 25, it was
suggested that the Cu(111) surface might be semi-molten and then
also allowed for an embedded motif, at temperatures representative
for solid Cu CVD of ∼1273 K (1000 ○C). This is in disagreement
with large-scale COMB3 MD simulations of the melting process of
graphene-covered Cu(111) though,24 where it was found that the
close-packed Cu(111) facet is very stable up until the bulk melt-
ing point of Cu and even shows superheating effects. Similar results
were found in MD simulations focusing on the melting of Cu sur-
faces based on an effective medium theory (EMT) potential.43 In
addition, in experimental works, the Cu(111) surface was found to
have a higher stability toward pre-melting than the other low-index
facets44 and has indeed been confirmed to remain solid up until
the Cu bulk melting temperature.45 Although experimental solid Cu
CVD growth works often employ Cu foils rather than bulk crystals,
the used Cu foils still have thicknesses of 10 μm–100 μm,9,11 which
is orders of magnitude thicker than Cu thin films (10 nm–100 nm
in thickness) where low-temperature melting has been reported.46

Overall, this suggests that the embedded structural motif is unique
for liquid Cu CVD.

Having established the embedded structural motif for the
smaller C54 flake, we move on to quantify in more detail the struc-
tural properties of the embedded state and the dependence on the
flake size through atom density profiles perpendicular to the surface
obtained from the MD simulations (Fig. 2). The results shown are for
the FFMDs. A comparison of the AIMD and FFMD results for the
smallest flake size is shown in Fig. S3 of the supplementary material,
demonstrating a quite good qualitative agreement. As a measure for

the position of the Cu surface, we use the inflection point of the Cu
density profile (dotted vertical lines in Fig. 2). The indentation in
the liquid Cu surface is visible as the difference between the position
of the uncovered Cu surface around the flake (green curve) and the
position of the Cu surface below the flake (orange and blue curves).
The average indentation of the Cu surface situated close to the edge
of the graphene flake (blue curve) is relatively constant, ranging from
2.19 Å for the C54 flake to 1.75 Å for the C600 flake. The smallest C54
flake is completely embedded into the Cu surface, i.e., it is seen that
the position of the flake (black curve) is very similar to the position
of the free Cu surface (green curve). For the larger flakes, a slight
out-of-plane bending of the graphene flake is observed, i.e., the C
atoms in the center of the flake (orange contribution to the C peak)
are situated higher above the free Cu surface than those near the edge
(blue contribution to the C peak), resulting in a skewing of the total
C curve (black peak) (see also the individual heights of all C atoms in
the C600 flake in Fig. S4 of the supplementary material). This bend-
ing is also visible in the liquid Cu surface, where for larger flakes,
the position of the graphene-covered Cu surface near the center of
the flake (orange curve) approaches the height of the uncovered Cu
surface (green curve).

The structural effects of the Cu-graphene interactions can also
be observed in Fig. 3 where an isodensity surface of the Cu atom
density at a value of 0.05 atoms/Å3 (i.e., close to the inflection point
of the Cu density profile shown in Fig. 2) manifests once again the
emergence of a local indentation in the Cu surface to accommo-
date the graphene flake. More interestingly, a pattern is seen to form
around the edges of the flake. In contrast to the indentation below
the flake, an increased height (about 2 Å above the remaining free
Cu surface) is observed around the edges of the flake. The indenta-
tion and the induced patterning of the Cu isodensity surface can be
rationalized by a strong interaction of the edge under-coordinated
C atoms with the surface Cu atoms. This flake–surface interaction
can be visualized by subtracting from the DFT-calculated electronic
density of a snapshot of the FFMD trajectory of the combined sys-
tem, the electronic densities of the isolated flake and Cu surface.
Such a density difference plot is shown in Fig. 4 and reveals that all
charge transfer (and thereby stronger covalent bonding) is concen-
trated around the edge C atoms. For the central C atoms, however,
the charge transfer is negligible, and the bonding of these atoms
to the Cu surface is therefore exclusively by weak van der Waals
interactions.

The edge C atoms thus reduce their energy by embedding
themselves into the liquid, i.e., these C atoms achieve a more favor-
able bonding configuration when they are surrounded by Cu atoms.
For the smallest flakes, the edge atoms drag the rest of the flake along
with them, resulting in a complete embedding. For the largest flakes,
a bending of the flake is induced, resulting in a complete embedding
of only the edge atoms. We rationalize this finding in terms of com-
peting embedding and strain energies. We expect the cost of embed-
ding a C atom into the liquid Cu surface to be relatively constant for
larger flake sizes. At the small vdW interaction of the overwhelming
fraction of center C atoms, it corresponds essentially to the excluded
volume cost for the Cu. As described above, the required indentation
of the edge C atoms is relatively constant with the flake size (about
2 Å). Bending the flake as an alternative to spending the constant
embedding cost requires then only a decreasing bending angle for
larger flakes—at concomitantly decreased strain energy per C atom.
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FIG. 2. FFMD atom density profiles (right
plots) in the direction perpendicular to
the surface of systems with graphene
flakes of different sizes (upper five plots)
and a full graphene sheet (bottom plot).
As shown in the left plots, the vari-
ous contributions to the Cu atom den-
sity are differentiated, i.e., the uncovered
Cu surface around the flake (green), the
graphene-covered Cu surface near the
flake edge (blue), and close to the center
of the flake (orange). The dotted verti-
cal lines indicate the position of the Cu
surface (inflection point of the density).
The C atom density (shown in black)
has been normalized to arbitrary 2D den-
sity units and shifted vertically for clarity.
Within the C curve, the vertical dashed
lines highlight the average position of the
C atoms belonging to edge (blue) and
center (orange) regions (defined as for
the Cu atoms). The results correspond
to the averaging over independent trajec-
tories adding up to at least 299.4 ps for
each system.

Above a critical flake size, this will thus favor bending over complete
embedding.

We find that a graphene sheet at liquid Cu adsorbs at a height
of 2.89 Å in the FFMD simulation employing a full graphene layer.
At static solid Cu(111), vdW-corrected DFT functionals generally
predict an adsorption height of graphene around 3.2 Å–3.3 Å.35–37

For comparison, the employed COMB3 force field predicts an
adsorption height of 3.0 Å at solid Cu(111), which is thus slightly
underestimated compared to the literature DFT results. Overall, this
suggests that graphene at solid and liquid Cu adsorbs at very sim-
ilar heights. In the force field simulations employing finite-sized
graphene flakes, we find that the adsorption height in the central
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FIG. 3. FFMD isodensity surfaces of the Cu atom density for the simulations with
the C54 flake (top) and the C600 flake (bottom). Rotations of the graphene flakes
during the MD trajectory around an axis perpendicular to the surface have been
filtered out. The resulting position of the graphene flake is represented in black.
The height zero is set to the average height of the isodensity surface far away from
the flake. The results correspond to the averaging over trajectories of 998.8 ps for
the C54 flake and 584.9 ps for the C600 flake.

(orange-colored in Fig. 2, not defined for the smallest C54 flake) part
of the flake is about 2.9 Å–3.0 Å, which is in good agreement with
the sheet simulation and suggests that in flakes larger than C150,
the central region behaves similarly to the full graphene sheet. In
general, adsorption heights are very difficult to measure experimen-
tally. At liquid Cu, an adsorption height of about 2 Å has recently
been derived from in situ x-ray reflectivity (XRR) measurements.20

However, in these experiments, the presence of C dissolved in the
liquid Cu surface47 could not be excluded, which was not taken
into account in the assumed model on which the fitting of the XRR
curves was based. This could have led to an underestimation of the
graphene adsorption height.

As we have shown up until now, a finite-sized graphene flake
at liquid Cu interacts strongly with the liquid surface through
the under-coordinated edge atoms and is either completely or

FIG. 4. DFT electronic density difference plot (combined system minus isolated
flake and Cu surface) calculated from a snapshot of the FFMD trajectory. The
positions of the C atoms are shown in black. For any given (X, Y ) point, the max-
imum density difference along the Z-direction is shown. This allows us to visually
compare the charge transfer of individual C atoms located at slightly different Z
heights.

partially embedded into the liquid. In contrast, the interior of the
flake behaves similarly to the full graphene sheet in terms of a
vdW-dominated bonding to the substrate and a typical adsorp-
tion height around or slightly above 3 Å. In the literature, a
heavily debated question is the physics behind the experimentally
observed micrometer-scale self-assembly and rotational alignment
of graphene flakes at liquid Cu.1–3 Various theoretical explanations
for this behavior have been offered in recent literature;4–6 however,
unfortunately, the theoretical results and explanations are generally
not convincing. The role of gravitational forces suggested in Ref. 4
can be directly ruled out due to the low atomic mass of C, and the fact
that in experimental setups, the sample is often tilted out of a hor-
izontal alignment.20 In Ref. 5, the electrostatic potentials of smaller
free-standing graphene flakes were calculated, and the fact that the
potential was shown to have an anisotropic shape at a length scale of
a few Angstroms away from the graphene edge was used as the argu-
ment why flakes self-align over micrometer length scales. While it
seems plausible that electrostatic effects could play a role, a convinc-
ing theory needs to account for more than four orders of magnitude
difference in the length scales probed by the atomistic simulations
and those observed in the experiments. An alternative theoretical
explanation has been offered in Ref. 6 based on the flow of gases
(mainly carrier gases such as argon or nitrogen) in the reactors used
in experiments. In this work, MD simulations of a graphene flake
on liquid Cu subject to a Poiseuille flow of N2 atoms parallel to
the surface were carried out. However, the simulations are unfortu-
nately completely unrealistic due to the high flow rates employed (to
save computational cost). In effect, under the flow rates employed,
the graphene flakes drift along the Cu surface with a velocity of
about 10 m/s, which is multiple orders of magnitude higher than
flake velocities observed in experiments. Despite these unrealisti-
cally high flow rates, only a rather unconvincing just-above-noise
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rotational motion of the flakes toward alignment was observed in
the MD simulations.

A further hypothesis could be that the self-alignment is medi-
ated by the flake–surface interaction causing a local ordering or
crystallization of the liquid Cu under the flake. For instance, recent
COMB3-based MD simulations have shown that the presence of a
graphene sheet on Cu(111) can slightly retard the surface melting.24

In order to investigate this more generally for liquid Cu CVD, we cal-
culate in Fig. 5 the two-dimensional (2D) RDF within a box (periodic
in the X- and Y-directions, Z height of 2.5 Å) containing subsur-
face Cu atoms located in three different regions close to or far away
from the flake. Surprisingly, the RDF curves from the three different
regions (colored curves) are completely identical and also identical
to an RDF calculated within a box located in the middle of the Cu
slab far away from the surface (black dashed curve). All RDFs exhibit
the characteristics of a liquid with broad peaks at shorter distances
representing the coordination shells of the Cu atoms. A similar result
is obtained when calculating the RDFs of the three regions within a
box located at higher Z coordinates, thus containing both surface
Cu atoms and vacuum (see Fig. S5 of the supplementary material).
We attribute this lack of local ordering to the weak vdW-interactions
with the substrate exhibited by all interior C atoms. All in all, these
results do thus not support a local ordering or crystallization of the

FIG. 5. 2D RDF calculated from the FFMD simulation of the C600 flake within a box
located in the middle of the Cu slab (from Z = 0 Å to Z = 2.5 Å, black dashed curve)
and in the subsurface region (from Z = 7.5 Å to Z = 10 Å), in the latter case differ-
entiating between Cu atoms located far away from the flake (green curve), below
the flake near the edge C atoms (blue curve) or near the central C atoms (orange
curve). The color coding of the different regions is consistent with Fig. 2 and repro-
duced in the left inset. Note that all curves are overlapping. The atom density
profiles in the right inset are also reproduced from Fig. 2. Here, the shaded gray
areas illustrate the Z positions of the two boxes considered. The results correspond
to the averaging over trajectories of 584.9 ps.

liquid Cu surface as driving force for the experimentally observed
self-assembly.

Recently, based on a multiscale approach incorporating atom-
istic simulations into continuum modeling to rationalize novel
in situ experimental investigations, we have suggested that the
experimentally observed self-assembly at the micrometer scale may
instead be explained by short-range repulsive electrostatic interac-
tions between the flakes and long-range attractive capillary inter-
actions that are effective up until the capillary length of liquid Cu
of 4 mm.20 While this theory could well explain the experimental
data, it only considered the large flake size limit where the inter-
action is dominated by the center flake atoms. As we show in this
work, smaller flakes are either completely or partially embedded
into the liquid and the flake–surface interaction is dominated by
the edge flake atoms. This suggests that very different self-assembly
results could be obtained if the growth was performed such that
many small flakes are nucleated, and then, they coalesce while the
flakes are still small. For the capillary interactions, the increased
contribution of the edge atoms would likely make it necessary to
develop more detailed models, going beyond the simple monopole–
monopole interactions considered in our previous work. In addition,
the electrostatic part of the flake–flake interaction was significantly
simplified in our previous work. In the large flake limit, contin-
uum modeling gave rise to a homogeneous charge distribution on
the flakes, which is mirrored by the build-up of an image charge
in the conducting surface. This allowed us to use simple electro-
static dipole–dipole interactions. As we show here from atomistic
simulations, the charge transfer in reality occurs primarily at the
embedded edge flake atoms (see also Fig. S6 of the supplemen-
tary material). The detailed charge distribution at hexagonal-shaped
flakes presented here will allow us to extend the electrostatic interac-
tion to higher multipoles. We believe that the construction of such
refined capillary-electrostatic models is the key to explain not only
the length-scale of the self-assembly targeted in our previous work
but also the rotational alignment observed in experiments as well
as the detailed dynamic behavior when flakes of different sizes and
shapes are present at the surface simultaneously.20 This is a topic of
our ongoing work.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
Based on FFMD and AIMD simulations employing realistic

system sizes, we have shown that graphene flakes at liquid Cu embed
into the liquid surface. For smaller flakes, the embedding is com-
plete, but for larger flakes, a bending of the flake is induced. We
rationalized this finding in terms of competing embedding and
strain energies. While the edge C atoms interact strongly with the
liquid in this embedded state, the central C atoms exhibit weak vdW-
bonding to the surface at an adsorption height around or slightly
above 3 Å. Due to the weak interaction of the majority of the C
atoms, the structural properties of the liquid surface (in terms of
RDFs) are unperturbed by the presence of the flake.

We believe that the embedded structural motif is unique to
liquid Cu graphene growth and speculate that it is key to under-
standing the special growth observed experimentally, where both
high growth speeds and low defect densities can be obtained simul-
taneously.7,19 A thorough analysis of this is a topic of our ongoing
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work. For example, we expect that barriers of the C precursor species
to diffuse over the flake edge (Ehrlich–Schwöbel barrier) would be
lowered in the embedded state. In addition, barriers for these species
to attach to the flake edges may be significantly altered. The role
of dissolved precursor species in combination with the embedded
structural motif equivalently warrants further studies. Even if Cu
has a very low C solubility compared to other common metal cat-
alysts for graphene growth such as Ni, experiments have demon-
strated that rather large quantities of C may be dissolved in the liquid
Cu surface.47 It is thereby puzzling that liquid Cu CVD produces
single-layer graphene, since metals with a high C solubility are gen-
erally known to be susceptible to multilayer growth (in solid metal
CVD).48 The embedded structural motif in liquid Cu CVD might be
the key to resolving this puzzle.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for the correlation plot of force
field and DFT forces, AIMD results for flake embedding and density
profiles, the heights and charges of individual C atoms in the C600
flake, and the 2D RDFs for Cu atoms located near the surface.
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